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		Grief support for the rest of us

					You don’t have to grieve alone. What’s Your Grief? is a place for grief articles, courses, creativity, sharing, community & more.

			

	
		
  
    
      
      
      
    
    
  

	



  


	

					
									To put it simply, 
this website is about grief.

				
									
						As mental health professionals who have experienced significant losses ourselves, we know individual grief is unique and there is no “right” way to cope. Our goal is to create a community that provides hope, creative expression, support, and education to anyone wishing to understand the complicated experience of life after loss.
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					What’s Your Grief wrote a book! Although grief is immensely complex, our philosophy has always been that the best way to cope is one step at a time. This is a book to help you do just that. 
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		What's Your Grief Theory? Multidimensional Adaptive Grieving Dynamics
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		Embracing the Strength of Weak Ties
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		Shifting From Grief Literacy to Grief Humility
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		The Case for Unscripted Grief Support: Why we no longer advise people what not to say
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		The Paradoxical Grief of Anticipated Sudden Death
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		From Grief Literacy to Grief Humility
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		Moving Forward Challenges (in the New Year and Beyond)
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		The Longest Night: grief and the winter solstice
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		Connecting to Gratitude with Quotes that Won't Grind Your Grieving Gears
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			Let’s be grief friends.

		

		
			
				We post a new article to What’s Your Grief about once a week. Subscribe to stay up to date on all our posts.

			

			
		

	



  	
		

			
				Share Your Grief

			

			
				The What’s Your Grief community is all about sharing in the experience of grief.
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            If you listen to our podcast or subscribe to our f
            
	                
	            	                    [image: If you listen to our podcast or subscribe to our free grief newsletter, you’ve probably already heard us talking about this lately. It’s been on my mind a lot. So many people in our member Hub and many of my therapy clients have been talking lately about trying to square feeling so stunned and shocked by a death that was “anticipated”. And all of them have felt alone in the feeling, even though it is surprisingly common.   Having myself lost someone I love to addiction, and having also lost someone to a potentially terminal illness when we always were hopeful and optimistic  because they didn’t have outward physical decompensation, I can also personal relate to the complicated feeling of these sudden-anticipated deaths.   We live in a society that says things are either/or, it’s this or it’s that. The reality is it’s often both.   Do you relate at all??]
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            It’s all smiles and tears for me this morning. 

            	                    [image: It’s all smiles and tears for me this morning.   Happy birthday, Dad.]
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            Would love to know any other weird ways you’ve e
            	                    [image: Would love to know any other weird ways you’ve encouraged yourself to have grief dreams!   And curious if @griefdreams might gave any thoughts on language and dreams! (Make sure you give them a follow and check out their podcast if you’re interested in dreams - they spoke in our griever Hub and grief professionals community last month and it was so interesting to learn about their work and research!)]
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            Waking up to a world that feels a little less brig
            	                    [image: Waking up to a world that feels a little less bright is the every day of grief; mornings where silence is deafening and even sunshine, flower-buds, and the smell of coffee can be reminders of loss. It was a slow, heavy morning for me so far, but turned it around with a long (chilly) walk. Here’s to greeting the day at your own pace and finding the sweet in bittersweet 🌻]
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            📷: A glimmer from my weekend ✨
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            Hope you get whatever you need to survive the day 
            	                    [image: Hope you get whatever you need to survive the day 💚]
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            If you make your own, take a photo and tag us 🐣
            
	                
	            	                    [image: If you make your own, take a photo and tag us 🐣  Who are you missing this weekend and how are you coping?]
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            We are heartbroken for those missing and their fam
            	                    [image: We are heartbroken for those missing and their families - a middle of the night construction crew filling potholes - people who were doing the hard and often overlooked work that makes this city we love so deeply an better place.   I cannot count how many hundreds (thousands?) of times I have gone over and under the Key Bridge. I took this picture in 2020, in another moment of deep loss, from a boat called Sweet Nuthin’. In these moments when we’re reminded just how fragile life is, that everything can change in an instant, that the universe never follows the rules we wish it did, community feels like the thing that matters.  We’re so grateful for those who reached out to check on us. We’re so grateful for the people on bridge who worked hard to stop traffic and save lives, to the search crews searching, to the local organizations rallying support. And we’re so appreciative for all of you here, in this big-little grief community that we feel lucky to be part of everyday.]
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            Almost scrapped an entire morning’s surge of cre
            	                    [image: Almost scrapped an entire morning’s surge of creative grief work today, but I let this song inspire me to at least keep it on the hard drive for a while. Someone once shared this story with me, so it only seems right to pay it forward.  (It’s a sin the original isn’t on IG, though I guess the Springsteen cover is better than nothing at all. But look up the original - it’s worth it).]
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                          In memory of Robert Williams

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Evelyn Davies

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Sharon Gale
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                          In memory of Brittany Newcomb

                        

                                              
                          In loving memory of my nephew Aaron P. Lindhardt

                        

                                              
                          In memory of William "Bud" Gardner

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Keith and Jeri Barrett

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Cory Sprow

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Lilburn Dawson

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Rob Thomson (Scotland)

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my sister Galen Wilson West who died of cancer at the way too young age of only 51

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Alexis Michelle Smit (nee Bronkhorst)

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Richard H. Love, Jr.

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Bud and Trudy Cale

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Clyde Atwood

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Spc Michael L. Gonzalez

                        

                                              
                          In memory of John Berg

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my son Tyler Neal Daniels

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Robin Gipson...best friend ever!

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Carol Anglin (Llewellyn)

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Jesse from Doug and Rita Ebbert

                        

                                              
                          In memory of David Paul Russell, 10/11/57 - 02/14/14 ~ Carmella Russell

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my daughter, Liz Krehm

                        

                                              
                          In memory of our sweet angel, Elyssa Jacobs

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my mom, Bernice Schultz (Canada). Love you lots.

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Daddy, Alex, Moms, Bub, & Z

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Jason Grant Ritchie (loving son and brother)

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Tony Mason

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Scott Pinkava

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Jerry Lemons

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Karen S. Ledgerwood
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                          In memory of Laura Mary Meske, who has broken my heart by leaving me way too soon. Xoxo.

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Eddie Gambarella

                        

                                              
                          In memory of baby angel Benjamin Romero

                        

                                              
                          In loving memory of my beloved Mot. Always, Nancy XO

                        

                                              
                          Remembering my husband Bill

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my dad, Burt Elstad

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my mom Karen Hasenfus

                        

                                              
                          In memory of babies Robin, Harley, Julian, Seth, William, and the many more pure souls like them

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Mildred and Woodie Savage; & Teresa (Savage) Kindschi

                        

                                              
                          Donation by Annalies Hernandez in memory of my mother Marijke Vermuelen Hernandez 6-17-16.

                        

                                              
                          In Memory of Kevin Gregory

                        

                                              
                          In Loving Memory of Daniel Snel

                        

                                              
                          In loving memory of Mom and Dad (Anne and Ed Fong), who have shown me the way out of the darkness and the pit of despair

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Kate

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Will Day

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Sam Williams 1964 – 2016

                        

                                              
                          Donation in memory of Matthew Oligario

                        

                                              
                          In Loving Memory of Jeff Paape

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Madelyn Shumaker

                        

                                              
                          In Memory of Adam. Heart of my Heart.

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my love Jimmy Straine

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Carol Anglin and her loving companion Miss Chloe

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my beautiful boy, Jack. Love, Mom

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Rod Hodges – thanks for the memories

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Brett Welker, who would have thought this was bullsh*t

                        

                                              
                          In memory of our beloved son Steven Mawer

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my son James Thelen

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Hugh and Jane McGonagle

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my loving brother, Glenn A. Fish, and our beloved nephew, Evan W. Fish

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my beautiful wife Tina Yee
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                          In memory of Andy (AKS) from LDR

                        

                                              
                          Forever in our hearts and minds - Adam Wysota

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Tony Jimenez

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Ryan Kauffman

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Morton, Janey, David Goldberg

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my beautiful husband, Phil

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my son Adam Young, Heart of my Heart

                        

                                              
                          In memory of John Dale Owens

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my son - Bryan

                        

                                              
                          In loving memory of Erin Mackenzie "Kenzie" Dillon

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Debra K. Miller, the love of my life
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                          In memory of my beloved Dad, Peter Craig. I miss you every day.

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Jesse, 13 days old

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Carleta J.

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Debbie K. Hagan-Hogan

                        

                                              
                          This is given in memory of my late husband, Bill, who died in March 2018
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                          In memory of my husband, Tom DeVree
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                          In memory of Dane Shultz

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Ellen Goddard

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my beloved Brendan Lai-Wing Leung

                        

                                              
                          In memory of our beautiful son Sean Reed Kenyon - 22 years was not long enough

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my dad, Elbert Williams

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Valerie Mae Avenue-Borden

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Morton, Janet, David Goldberg

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my loving husband Odd Fossengen
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                          In honor of my mom, Pauline Deutsch

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my husband, Jay Womack

                        

                                              
                          In memory of Max Hommel
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                          In memory of my Mom, Melanie Hope Lanier

                        

                                              
                          In loving memory of my daughters, Kelly and Casey

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my beautiful son Patrick Ryan McDonough

                        

                                              
                          In memory of L. Andrew Tollin
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                          In memory of my dad, Rod Freeman

                        

                                              
                          In memory of my mum who meant the world to me
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                          In memory of Linda Wolfram, the love of my life!
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						Help Support 
Our Community

					

					
						What’s Your Grief does not receive funding or grants to help our operational costs. If you’ve ever benefited from this community and would like to help us continue our work, please consider donating. We’re a program of Fusion Partnerships, Inc., a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. You can make a one-time or monthly donation in support of What’s Your Grief. You also may give in memory of a loved one.
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					WYG provides general educational information from mental health professionals, but you should not substitute information on the What’s Your Grief website for professional advice.
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